“I seriously could not have asked for anything – except for even more time with Tom and Chuck”

Spring 2014 Participant

BUILDING LEADERS II

Make a Difference

Dr. Chuck Stoner and Tom Bower have responded to the many Building Leaders graduates who have encouraged them to provide a follow-up experience to Building Leaders – and here it is! Designed as an exclusive experience for graduates of Building Leaders, this workshop takes a deep dive into some of the more challenging aspects of being an effective, difference making leader.

Building Leaders II addresses:

- The drive for more: understanding your ever-expanding role
- Emotional Intelligence – understand how this important factor influences productivity, efficiency and team collaboration
- The dynamics of team success and why teams fail
- Building a workplace of trust, commitment, accountability and results
- Understanding executive presence and how it drives results
- Effective interpersonal negotiation techniques
- The challenges of managing transitions
- Problem or Potential: opportunity thinking
- And of course, a new 360-degree feedback assessment

With a fresh line up of topics, you will be energized and motivated by this unique developmental experience. And as with your original Building Leaders experience Chuck and Tom will conduct one coaching session with each participant to translate your learning experience into action.

For more information: bradley.edu/edc
(309) 677-4420 • edc@bradley.edu